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Cane creek helm setup guide

Born in the mountains of West North Carolina, HELM is designed to conquer aggressive trails, enduro racing and everything in between. By isolating any damping adjustment and air spring, helm can be tuned to all terrain types and driving style and gives the driver full control over the suspension
configuration. All that remains to be done is to choose a poison: HELM Air HELM Air Volume Adjustment Assembly Wheel size: 27.5 and 27.5 + / 29 Spring: Air. Independently load positive and negative pneumatic springs. Minimum recommended 30psi. Attenuation: Independent, external high speed and
low speed compression and independent, external low reflectance speed Crown offset: For 29forks, you can choose between standard 51mm or reduced-offset 44mm. For 27.5widelce, standard 44mm offset. Post diameter: 35mm Travel: Easily internally adjustable at 10mm intervals. Optimized between
130mm-160mm travel (29) and 140mm-170mm travel (27.5). Air volume: Easy internal adjustment with our air volume piston assembly. The air volume is set from the factory at 2 notches down (with 8 possible positions), leaving room to make the fork more or less progressive with its factory tune Axis:
Quick release of the D-LOC key axle. Upgrade to the new D-LOC bolt-on axle with conversion kit. Spacing: Boost (110mm) Weight: 2070g (27.5) – 2080g (29) Options available: HELM Air 27.5 | HELM Air 29 Why HELM Air? HELM is the ultimate fork for a tinker-er or rider who wants or needs full control
over his fork (aka: you!). Due to the low capabilities of the air canine (minimum 30psi), light and / or less aggressive riders will appreciate how well the fork can perform for them, where in forks other manufacturers can not. Additionally, the 8-natration air volume adjustment (and max 150psi) allows a
heavier and/or more aggressive rider to feel properly supportive and progressive. Independently loading positive and negative pneumatic springs also allows the driver to create a more pliable off-the-top (first-third jump) feeling without abandoning the supporting mid-stroke and progressive end jump. One
of our favorite features of HELM is the ease of adjusting the pitch of the fork: you do not need to buy a new air spring, just add or remove clips (two attached to the fork) to set the fork on the desired trip (max. 170 mm). The fork is extremely utilitarian, perfectly adjustable and chenic, and unlike anything
else on the market. Photo: Andrew Villablanca/@theloamwolf HELM Coil Coil Coil Compression Rod Assembly Wheel size: 27.5 and 27.5+ +/29 Spring: Preload spring adjustable coil. The 55lbs spring is standard (ideal for 160-200lbs riders), but additional spring options include: 35lbs (90-120lbs rider),
45lbs (120-160lbs rider), and 65 rider). Damping: Independent external high-speed elasticity and independent, external reflection of low speed Crown offset: For forks 29 29 choose between a standard 51 mm offset or a reduced 44 mm offset. For 27.5 forks, standard offset 44 mm. Post diameter: 35mm
Travel: Easily internally adjustable at 10mm intervals. Optimized between 130mm-160mm travel. Axis: Axis with D-LOC key for quick release. Upgrade to the new D-LOC bolt-on axle with conversion kit. Spacing: Boost (110mm) Weight: 2260g (27.5) – 2340g (29) Options available: HELM 27.5 coil |
HELM 29 Coil Why HELM Coil? The suspension of the coil makes a huge revival in the mountain bike market for many reasons. Coil forks allow the driver to have the advantages of a coil on the entire suspension platform. Coil springs, unlike air springs, have a more linear feel throughout the suspension
travel (rather than the progressive one that the Air fork provides). Why do you want a more linear feel? Coil suspension reduces pitch fading (feeling that you've lost support when the suspension heats up), completely reduces friction (stiction seals) and improves sensitivity to small bumps (less chattery
and smoother on rough things). The HELM coil provides a more supportive mid-stroke performance and is inherently consistent, reliable and easy to use. The rider can set it up and forget it – no need to remember to check the air pressure – it is easy to set up, easy to use and easier to maintain (check,
check and check!). Additionally, you have the added benefits of HELM adjustment and tuning – high and low speed compression, low rebound speed, preload coil and travel adjustment! Photo: Aaron Chamberlain/@singletracks HELM Works Series 130 HELM Works Series 130 Climb Switch Wheel size:
27.5+/29 Spring: Air only. Independently load positive and negative pneumatic springs. Minimum recommended 30psi. Attenuation: Independent, external high speed and low speed compression and independent, external low reflectivity + Climb Switch crown offset technology: Hollow-pocket crown with
44mm reduction offset. Post diameter: 35mm Travel: Easy internal adjustment in 10mm increments with maximum 130mm travel. Optimized at 130mm but can be set to 120mm at the time of purchase. Axle: Screw-on d-loc axle with wrench. Spacing: Boost (110mm) Weight: 1999g Available options:
HELM Works Series 130 Why HELM Works Series 130? You know you want HELM, but you're on a short trip, XC, down country, light trail driving style. Owners of short-drive bikes such as the Yeti SB100, Giant Trance Advanced Pro, Santa Cruz Blur and Trek Top Fuel are enjoying! You now have the
HELM fork option for the shorter bike 29. Helm Work Series 130 features all-new, improved parts, including hollow anodized anodized shorter offset, screw-on D-LOC axle, quick climb switch (hello, pedaling performance!), and optimized internal components including both shorter compression rod and rod
However, the helm works 130 series has the same 35mm posts as the HELM 27.5 and HELM 29 forks, making it stiffer than the competition. Helm Works Works optimized features 130 brings 100 grams of weight savings compared to HELM Air 29. Shipping from our factory in choosing a 120mm or
130mm pitch, the XC swath will be ready to go faster than you can define down the country. It's time for a party as it is... 1999 grams. Photo: Brett Rothmeyer/@dirtragmag Why HELM compared to other guys? Do not be intimidated by the functions and capabilities of helm adjustment. In fact, the HELM is
just as easy to set up and drive as any other fork. The truth is that HELM has many of the same features as other popular brands – however, HELM features are external and more easily customized without additional purchases or insanely specific tools, giving you more control over your setup from the
comfort of your own workstand. Additionally, with the minimum recommended canine helm air as low as 30psi and HELM Coil's lightest spring job for 90lbs featherweight, we believe HELM is the best fork on the market for everyone, regardless of driving style or skill. Take your HELM from bike to bike with
fast and easy ride adjustment and tune your jump sense with easy air volume adjustment, independent positive and negative pneumatic springs, and compression and damping of reflections at high speed/low speed. And what's the best? 100% cane creek HELM forks are hand-built and tested by drivers
at our Plant in West North Carolina by a team of highly qualified mechanics and engineers. Why does it matter? It's a rider, not a machine, building a fork. We know about lever ratios, we know how the suspension should feel, each of us rides exactly the same fork on our own bikes ... and we know that
this affects quality, performance and service. It turns out that you can have your cake and eat it too. Support 1 2 Table of Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 Cane Creek is a bicycle components company based in Fletcher, North Carolina, which is widely
known for its precise components. In the early 1990s, Cane Creek came out with their first product and revolutionary design; AHeadSet was the first headless headset. Now Cane Creek is known not only for its high-quality headsets, but also produces top-notch mountain bike suspension and titanium
crank among other products. Here in this Ultimate Review Guide, we've put together everything you need to know on the Cane Creek Helm fork. From technical information and specifications, a list of reliable reviews, to some epic custom builds featuring a Helm fork, this is your one store to get to speed
on the Cane Creek Helm. 29 Helm fork in dark gunmetal colorway looks sharp on this Yeti SB5.5 Cane Creek Helm Fork Technical Info When Cane Creek launched helm fork, it was obviously the first fork that brought to the market and was the first time can now be equipped with cane creek suspension
from front to back. In terms of suspension, Cane Creek is largely known for its Double Barrel shock absorber, which has a double pipe design with damping and reflection circuits. Suggests the name Double Barrel. When word of the Helm fork began to move around the industry, many assumed that it
would also use a similar double-pipe throttle design. Although the double-pipe throttle was tested, Cane Creek found that a simpler mono-tubular throttle proved to be more efficient. The Helm fork is now available for both 27.5 and 29 wheels with air spring or coil spring option. Each of the Helm models
and variations are widely adjustable with 3-way adjustable throttle, 10mm pitch adjustment, 8 free air volume adjustment accessory positioner for air spring models, and coil spring adjust to coil spring models. More technical details can be found below. Available with air spring and coil spring 27.5 and 29
wheel models available in any 35 mm D-Loc 15 x 110mm wheel spring variant by axle, Boost Spacing 44mm crown offset for 27.5 forks 51mm crown offset for 29widelce Dark gunmetal grey color lowers for models 29 Matte black color lowers for models 27.5 Models Limited Edition colors available after
release Conical controllable bath with laser etched marking measurement Damping Adjustment : high speed compression, low speed compression, low bounce pitch Air Spring Model adjustment: individual positive and negative spring adjustments, 8-position internal air volume control Spring model
adjustment: spring preload adjustment, 4 different spring weights available 170mm travel - 100mm pitch adjustment in increments of 10mm for 10mm for 10mm 27.5 Air spring model 160mm travel - 100mm pitch adjustment in increments 10mm for 29 Air spring model 160mm travel - 130mm stroke
adjustment at 10mm intervals for both Helm Air coulival modes 29 Weight : 2080g Helm Air 27.5 Weight: 2070g HelmC Commission 29 Weight: 2340g Commission Controls 27.5 Weight: 2260g ConRad Limited Edition Helm Fork W 1799, In Cabarrus County North Carolina, a 12-year-old boy named
Conrad Reed found a large yellow rock while playing in a creek on his family's land. He pulled the stone into the house and his family, who liked the look of shiny metal, used it as a door in their house. He sat there for several years before Conrad's dad took the stone to a local jeweler who let them know
that their doorstop was actually a gold nugget weighing 17lbs. People heard about Conrad's discovery and flocked to the area to make a fortune, thus starting the first gold rush in the United States. In honor of Conrad's discovery, Cane Creek named limited gold and black color HELM ConRad Edition
Cherry Bomb Limited Edition Fork Because Cane Creek is an American company, launched cherry bomb limited edition Fork Helm July 4, the day the United States declared its independence. The idea was that because each Helm fork is manually mounted and tested at Cane Creek headquarters in
North Carolina, cherry bomb fork, you can declare your independence from other mass-produced suspension forks on the It's a bit of an episode, but no less if red colorway fantasies, then call us and see if any of the Cherry Bomb forks are still available. In 2018, at the center of the Cane Creek factory in
Fletcher, North Carolina, just minutes south of Asheville, North Carolina, head to the Cane Creek factory headquarters in Fletcher, North Carolina. Check out the Inside Cane Creek feature here to learn more about everything that goes down in Cane Creek. From manually assembling and commissioning
dyno for each Helm fork, to machining and assembling each 110 Series headset at home, we have the chance to learn more about this high-end U.S. bicycle component company. Worldwide Cyclery Review Here's what we think about helm fork – For all its features, support and progression, we think this
fork is suitable for a more aggressive rider. With this in mind, you can easily withdraw from the progression and lower the air pressure to get a much different climate. Cane Creek is known for its very 100 000 suspension shock absorbers, so they went out looking for the best place in the fork world. We
can't wait to try one of them on a 29-inch platform because it would be insanely fun to ride. Did we mention that everything is done in the USA? This is an amazing fact that we support. If you're looking to get on with something not everyone is riding, you won't regret it on the Cane Creek Helm. With
different colors and travel options, this fork can help you stand out or blend in. Cane Creek's Website For even more technical information on Helm fork or other Cane Creek products, check out CaneCreek.com. If you want to take your bike to the next level, be sure to take a look at the eeWings titanium
cranks! Pinkbike Review Here's pinkbike's take – So I bet you want to know if Helm is better than Pike or 36, right? Answer:... maybe, but it depends on what you're looking for. Helm's progressive spring curve and relatively strong compression damping compared to Fox or RockShox mean that right out of
the box it's a fork that fits those who risk and hard. This also means that this is not the best option for lighter or more shy riders, which may be fine as there are many options better suited to the masses. Read the full pinkbike review Every rudder fork is hand-mounted in the North Carolina BikeMag Review
BigMag thoughts on the Helm fork – It's as if Helm has earned a Doctorate in bump control while other forks are still working on their master. On the compression side, the throttle seems to play a more active role in keeping the fork high on the go, which feels like others rely more on the air spring. Read
the full review of BikeMag Mountain Bike Rider (MBR) Mrb verdict review on Helm fork - For the first Cane Creek completely nailed this fork - it's mega adjustable if you're a DIY, but it also works brilliantly if you you just want to fit it and forget it. And it still runs smoothly after a maintenance-free hammer
through a particularly dreary winter in the UK. The only mechanism that protects the D-Lock wound, allows it down because it becomes sticky and difficult to install now that the dirt has worked. Read the full MBR review Each Helm fork is placed on a pumpkin and is required to meet a specific standard of
damping Mountain Bike Action Review Mountain Bike Action thoughts on Helm – Helm offers a very fluid feeling in all conditions- from chattering nodules to large ruts and rocky edges that require all of his travels. In more technical terrain, we were initially afraid of squeezing the tire or breaking the rim
and losing control, but nothing like this ever happened. Helm is exceptionally capable. It also stays high on the move and doesn't dive too much in hard braking, providing a rigid platform that will make each bike grip more precise. Read the full mountain bike singletrack world review singletrack world
action review - It is well designed, with relatively simple internal and reduced tooling requirements, making it a pleasure to work on home mechanics. I wouldn't say this fork is just for advanced players, but it's definitely for people who like a lot of tuning skills and are careful enough to get the right setup.
The helmet is a great fork, but to make the most of it, you need to go fast. Read the full review of Singletrack World Fork lowers the sleeves to get pressed and sized in one step loam wolf review loam wolf's last word – high-end performance, top-notch machining work and a whole lot of bang for a buck to
make Cane Creek a very tempting choice. One of the coolest parts though? Each fork is handmade here in the United States. Each throttle is built and tested at home at the Cane Creek facility in North Carolina, and each fork is mounted by someone who is passionate about the MTB scene. Read the full
review of Loam Wolf How you came alive helm fork
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